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OPTIMIZING DISTRIBUTION MANAGEMENT
WITH SAP CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP
MANAGEMENT
QUICK FACTS

“On the basis of the data from SAP
CRM, we discuss opportunities and
strategic alignment in monthly
meetings. Additionally, we are able
to import new databases and execute
new contacts.”
Paul Winkler, Manager Strategic Projects,
austriamicrosystems

Company
t Name: austriamicrosystems AG
t Location: Corporate headquarters in
Unterpremstätten (Styria, Austria) with
development and distribution sites
worldwide
t Industry: Semiconductors
t Products and Services: Development
and production of analog integrated
circuits as proprietary standard products
and customized solutions
t Revenue: 209.4 million euros (2010)
t Employees: 1,200 worldwide
t Web site: www.austriamicrosystems.com
t Implementation Partner: maihiro GmbH,
www.maihiro.com
Challenges and Opportunities
t Acceptance by sales staff
t Redefinition of sales processes
t Simplification of the authorization process
Objectives
t To expand distribution network/channel
management
t To establish transparent sales processes
worldwide
t To lay the groundwork for importing new
databases
Why SAP
t Integration in existing system environment
t Attractive user interface
t Total cost of ownership

SAP Customer Success Story

Semiconductors

SAP Solutions and Services
SAP Customer Relationship Management
(SAP CRM) 7.0; SAP Interactive Forms
software by Adobe
Implementation Highlights
t Implementation of all electronic processes
in time
t Involvement of sales staff in the decisionmaking process and therefore a high level
of user acceptance
t Reports of customer visits can be keyed
in offline and will be automatically synchronized with SAP CRM
t Short decision-making processes
Benefits
t Distributors can access SAP CRM directly
t High transparency of sales processes
t Shorter process lead times
t Basis for opportunity management
t Data basis for strategic sales planning
t Synchronization with MS Outlook
t Offline access for sales staff via SAP
Interactive Forms
t All-encompassing system environment
Existing Environment
SAP ERP

“With SAP CRM, we have a solid basis for more transparent and simplified sales

www.sap.com/contactsap

processes, which we would like to develop even further.”
Paul Winkler, Manager Strategic Projects, austriamicrosystems

austriamicrosystems is a global leader
in the design and manufacture of highperformance analog ICs (integrated circuits). As a specialized provider austriamicrosystems develops and produces
industry-leading analog semiconductors,
including standard products and customized solutions. austriamicrosystems
focuses on the areas of power management, sensors and sensor interfaces,
and mobile infotainment in its markets
Consumer & Communications, Industry
& Medical, and Automotive, complemented by its Full Service Foundry
activities.

All-Encompassing System
Environment

Transparent Sales Processes
The expansion of channel management
led to a reorganization of the sales processes. “We took our experiences with
our sales processes as a basis for starting over from scratch and eliminating
some process problems,” says Paul
Winkler. An integrated workflow automatically triggers reports and approval
mechanisms. To capture data gathered
by sales representatives offline, the company introduced the SAP Interactive
Forms software by Adobe. Via a groupware connection the data are synchronized with SAP CRM as well as with MS
Outlook.
In total, about 200 distribution, sales and
marketing employees in some 25 different
countries access SAP CRM. austriamicrosystems now has a solid basis for
efficient opportunity management and
strategic sales planning. “On the basis of
the data from SAP CRM, we discuss
opportunities and strategic alignment in
monthly meetings. Additionally, we are
able to import new databases and execute new contacts,” explains Paul Winkler.

For the expansion of its sales activities
and the reorganization of channel management, austriamicrosystems needed
a powerful customer relationship management system. By calculating the
total costs of ownership it became
apparent that the implementation of
SAP CRM 7.0 will pay off in the medium term and is therefore preferable to
upgrading the legacy system that has
already reached its limits. “Additional
important criteria for our decision were Good Teamwork as Key Success
Factor
the integration into SAP ERP and the
attractive user interface of SAP CRM.
The latter convinced our sales staff,
“The teamwork in the project was very
who was involved in the decisiongood. Before the start of implementation
making process,” explains Paul Winkler, austriamicrosystems did extensive preManager Strategic Projects, austrialiminary work and clearly defined their
microsystems.
processes. Thus we were able to finish

the project within six months without
any problems. Other success factors
were the clearly defined task sharing,
the customer’s thorough knowledge of
IT and the short decision-making processes,” Andreas Hödl, Project Manager at maihiro, sums up. In their first
workshop together, the project team
of austriamicrosystems and maihiro
created a prototype in which processes
were installed that had previously been
defined by austriamicrosystems. The
complicated approval system turned out
to be a major challenge, but a suitable
solution could be found by simplifying
the user groups and rules.
austriamicrosystems and maihiro are
already working on their next customer
relationship management projects to
enable austriamicrosystems to make
even more extensive use of SAP CRM.
These include lead and campaign management as well as the expansion of
the opportunity management system.
The latter will allow the system to automatically generate pricing and manage
bid proposals. “With SAP CRM, we
have a solid basis for more transparent
and simplified sales processes, which
we would like to develop even further,”
concludes Paul Winkler.
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